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Application-Independent Evaluation of Speaker Detection Niko Brümmer a,b,* and Johan du Preez b a



b



Spescom DataVoice, Stellenbosch, South Africa University of Stellenbosch DSP Group, South Africa. Abstract



We propose and motivate an alternative to the traditional error-based or cost-based evaluation metrics for the goodness of speaker detection performance. The metric that we propose is an information-theoretic one, which measures the effective amount of information that the speaker detector delivers to the user. We show that this metric is appropriate for the evaluation of what we call application-independent detectors, which output soft decisions in the form of loglikelihood-ratios, rather than hard decisions. The proposed metric is constructed via analysis and generalization of cost-based evaluation metrics. This construction forms an interpretation of this metric as an expected cost, or as a total error-rate, over a range of different application-types. We further show how the metric can be decomposed into a discrimination and a calibration component. We conclude with an experimental demonstration of the proposed technique to evaluate three speaker detection systems submitted to the NIST 2004 Speaker Recognition Evaluation.



1. Introduction We start by introducing the reader to the currently accepted evaluation procedure for speaker detection as embodied in the yearly NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation. This is an application-dependent way of evaluating applicationdependent speaker detectors. Then, we introduce the concept of an application-independent detector and motivate why we need a different evaluation procedure for this case. 1.1. Application-dependent speaker detection For the purposes of this paper, we define traditional application-dependent speaker detection to be the problem of making a binary decision about the presence or absence of a target speaker in a given segment of speech. When this decision process is analyzed with the well-known Bayes decision theory, it is evident that this type of speaker detection is application-dependent. In particular, the decisions made by such a detector cannot be based only on processing of the given speech input. It necessarily depends also on other inputs, namely a prior probability for the target, and on the costs of making wrong decisions, or the rewards for making correct decisions. As will be motivated more fully below, we consider both the target prior and the cost/reward to be application-dependent parameters. 1.2. Evaluation of application-dependent speaker detection For the evaluation of application-dependent speaker detection, we refer the reader to the well-known and highly influential yearly NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluations, see for example (Martin and Przybocki, 2000; Van Leeuwen et al., 2005; http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/index.htm). We use the abbreviation NIST SRE. In these evaluations, the primary evaluation metric is a cost-based one. The NIST SRE evaluation procedure for a given speaker detection system may be summarized as follows: − The speaker detector under evaluation is required to make binary accept/reject decisions for each of a large set of speaker detection trials. There are two types of trial: target trials, where the target speaker is indeed present in the input speech; and non-target trials, where the target is absent. − The detector decisions are compared against a truth reference. This allows counting of the two different types of error that may result, namely false-accepts and misses. The empirical false-acceptance-rate Pfa is the false-accept count, normalized by the number of non-target trials. The empirical miss-rate Pmiss is the miss count, normalized by the number of target trials. The pair ( Pmiss , Pfa ) can be considered to be the evaluation outcome, but it is not a single scalar evaluation metric.
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A scalar evaluation result is obtained by assuming prescribed values for an hypothetical detection application-type. That is, values are given for the target prior P1 , and the costs, Cmiss and Cfa , of respectively miss and false-accept errors. (P1 is hypothetical and should not be confused with the ratio of target trials to non-target trails in the evaluation database.) These values are finally combined into an estimate of the cost of using this detector for this hypothetical application-type:



Cˆ DET = P1Cmiss Pmiss + (1 − P1 )C fa Pfa



(1)



This is the primary evaluation result. −



The NIST SRE further requires detectors under evaluation to output a real score, where more positive scores favour the target hypothesis and more negative scores favour the non-target hypothesis. The evaluator can then compare the score against a threshold t to effect hard accept/reject decisions. This then gives the errorrates as a function of the threshold: Pfa(t) and Pmiss(t). The evaluation metric at the best threshold is then used as a secondary evaluation result, which is an evaluation of the quality of the score: min Cˆ DET = min P1Cmiss Pmiss (t ) + (1 − P1 )C fa Pfa (t ) −∞ < t < ∞



(2)



In summary, this evaluation by detection cost measures: (i) (ii)



How well a detector actually performed when designed for and tested on a specific application. How well it could have performed if the score threshold had been perfect.



We note that knowledge of the application-dependent parameters ( P1 , Cmiss , Cfa ) is required during the design of a speaker detector that is to be evaluated with this procedure. This makes both the detector and the evaluation thereof application-dependent. 1.3. Application-independent speaker detection As an alternative to the traditional application-dependent speaker detector, we consider in this paper the ideal of an application-independent speaker detector. Bayes decision theory shows that such detectors may be obtained by letting the detector output be a likelihood-ratio instead of a hard decision. (We define the likelihood-ratio in more detail below.) Theoretically, such detectors would be very convenient, having benefits such as: − Detector design could be independent of the intended application. − A single detector could be applied across a wide spectrum of different applications. − (Given independence assumptions) the speaker detector output could be trivially combined (fused) with other types of application-independent detector. For example, multiple biometrics such as voice, fingerprint and iris could be combined into a single person authentication tool. This likelihood-ratio form of speaker detector output is not only important because of its application-independence. It is also the preferred form of output for a very specific type of speaker detection application, namely forensic speaker detection, see e.g. (Drygajlo et al., 2003; Gonzalez-Rodriguez et al., 2003; Pfister and Beutler, 2003; Rose and Meuwly, 2005). Unfortunately there are many practical and even theoretical issues which make the design of speaker detectors that output likelihood-ratios difficult. Moreover, just naming these difficulties can be problematic, because of the many different flavours of frequentist and Bayesian interpretations of probability theory. Instead of dwelling on these difficulties, we propose a solution which we believe has been lacking in the speaker detection field: A clear methodology (and a motivation thereof) for the evaluation of speaker detection likelihoodratios. We then hope that this can serve as a tool to attack at least the practical problems of producing likelihood-ratio outputs. If researchers can measure (and agree on how to measure) the goodness of likelihood-ratios, then of course, this is the first essential component towards improving the quality of this kind of speaker detector. To demonstrate this process, we conclude the paper with experiments on three different application-dependent speaker detection systems



that were submitted to the 2004 NIST SRE. We convert these detectors to be application-independent detectors and then measure the qualities of the likelihood ratios that they output. We then show that some simple calibration procedures can improve their performance. 1.4. Evaluation of application-independent speaker detectors As in the NIST SRE methodology, our proposed methodology gives both a primary and a secondary evaluation result. That is, we show how to measure: (i) How much information a detector, designed without a specific application in mind, actually delivers to its user, such that the user can apply this information to make decisions in any of a wide range of applications. In the same way that hard-decision performance is dependent on good choice of thresholds, the presentation of information to the user is dependent on good calibration. If the calibration is poor, arbitrarily large amounts of information can be lost. But the information that could ideally be delivered to the user is upper-bounded at 1 bit per trial. Therefore with poor calibration, the amount of information delivered to the user can be negative. A negative value indicates that use of the detector will be to the (average) user’s detriment. (ii) Then, analogously to the detection-cost case, we determine how much information the detector could have delivered to the user, if the calibration had been perfect. This value is non-negative and is a measure of the discrimination of the detector. We show that these information measures can be interpreted as expected error-rates or expected costs, where the expectation integrals are performed over a wide range of application-types. Finally, we would like to make it clear that this paper is a proposal of what to measure. Although we give (and use) a default procedure of how to measure, this is not the topic of the paper. Since one always has finite (and often all too small) evaluation databases to work with, any evaluation of speaker detection is just an estimate of future performance of the evaluated systems. We do not discuss novel or sophisticated ways for performing such estimates. We simply use a default estimate based on averaging. We also do not address the important issue of the significance or confidence of such estimates.



2. Prior work In the forensic speaker recognition literature Tippet plots have been used to examine detection log-likelihood-ratios (see e.g. Gonzales-Rodrigues et. al, 2001). A Tippet plot is a graphical presentation of Pmiss and Pfa as a function of the log-likelihood-ratio, but it does not give a scalar value of goodness. In the NFI/TNO Forensic Speaker Recognition Evaluation (see Van Leeuwen and Bouten, 2004), forensic speaker recognition systems were evaluated with the traditional NIST SRE measures as explained above. Tippet plots were generated, but again no scalar value of goodness was obtained. The solution that we propose here for a measure to evaluate the goodness speaker detection log-likelihood-ratios, namely a logarithmic cost function, is to our knowledge new in this field, having been introduced in the previous version of this paper (Brümmer, 2004). It was subsequently adopted in (Campbell et al., 2005), as applied to forensic speaker recognition. But the logarithmic cost function as a way of assessing the goodness of posterior probabilities (and as an optimization objective), has been well-known in statistics (Bernardo and Smith, 1994; Jaynes 2004), weather prediction (Roulston and Smith, 2002), speech recognition (Evermann and Woodland, 2000; Siu et al., 1997) and machine learning in general (MacKay, 1992). This logarithmic cost function is sometimes called the (conditional) negative log-likelihood and is also the optimization objective function for logistic regression (see Minka, 2003; Zhu and Hastie, 2005 and references therein). In particular, the logarithmic cost function, under the name of normalized cross-entropy (NCE), has been used in some of the NIST Speech Recognition Evaluations (not to be confused with NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluations) to assess the quality of confidence measures. See (http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/rt/rt2004/fall/docs/NCE.pdf). This work makes the following novel contributions:



• • •



We consider the subtleties encountered when evaluating log-likelihood-ratios as opposed to posterior probabilities. We give a new derivation and motivation of the logarithmic cost function, as an expected cost or error-rate. We show how to extend this evaluation framework to the case where the detector under evaluation is decomposed into a first stage that calculates a score and a second stage that calibrates the score as a loglikelihood-ratio. (See sections 12 and 13).



3. Definitions In this section we define in more detail terminology that we will use for speaker detection and the evaluation thereof. For simplicity of exposition, we use a very specific definition of speaker detection, but it should be evident that this can be generalized to a wider class of detector. In particular, we limit ourselves to the case where the only information available about each target speaker is a single (training/enrollment) speech segment. 3.1. Speaker detection trial We define the problem of a single speaker detection trial as follows: • An action a must be chosen from some set of possible actions A. In this paper we shall consider: (i) Discrete, finite hard-decision action sets of the form A = AM ≡ {a1 , a2 , , aM } , where



⋯



• •



(ii)



2 ≤ M < ∞. Soft decisions in the form of binary probability distributions A = Aprob ≡ {( p,1 − p ) | 0 < p < 1} .



(iii)



Soft decisions in the form of real numbers A = Aℜ ≡ ℜ .



This decision (choice of action) is facilitated by the availability of some speech data x ≡ ( d1 , d2 ), where d1 and d2 are two different speech segments. (In what follows it will be convenient to bundle the total speech input in this way.) We assume here each of these segments to be spoken by a single speaker. But the decision is complicated by uncertainty about the following two hypotheses: − H1 : segments d1 and d2 were spoken by the same (one) speaker. − H2 : segments d1 and d2 were spoken by two different speakers. We shall take this uncertainty to be quantified by a prior probability distribution for the speaker hypothesis h:



( P1 , P2 ) ≡ (P( H 1 ), P( H 2 ) ) , P2 = 1 − P1



(3)



The parameter P1 will be used throughout to refer to this prior. •



Each action a has a consequence, dependent on the true hypothesis. We express this consequence in terms of a real-valued cost function Cτ (h,a), defined for each outcome (h,a) ∈ {H1,H2} × A. Here τ identifies (and parameterizes if necessary) the cost function, including the definition of the action set A. We shall work with a few different cost functions, to be defined later. For compatibility with the NIST SRE terminology, we choose to work in terms of cost rather than in terms of reward. A reward is just a negative cost. But as will be shown later, we can limit our analysis, without loss of generality, to non-negative cost functions.



In summary: • • •



The application-type is defined by the pair α = (P1 ,Cτ ) i.e. by the prior and the cost function. A detection trial is defined by the pair (α , x), i.e. by the application-type and the data x = ( d1 , d2 ). A supervised trial is defined by the pair ( h , (α , x) ), i.e. by a trial and the hypothesis h which is true for this trial.



3.2. Speaker detector A speaker detection decision is made as a function of both the application-type α and the speech data x. In the general case we denote this as a = aθ (α , x), where θ identifies and parameterizes this mapping. In what follows we shall be interested in two different ways of realizing decisions , which we shall denote as application-dependent and application-independent:



− −



In the application-dependent case: aθ (α , x) = a∆(α) (x), where ∆(α) identifies and parameterizes a direct, but application-dependent mapping from speech to decision. In the application-independent case: aθ (α , x) = aB (α , aΓ(x)). Here Γ identifies and parameterizes the application-independent part of the mapping from speech to log-likelihood-ratio and B identifies the standard (parameter-less) Bayes decision rule, as will be detailed in section 5.



Of course, given a supervised trial ( h , (α , x) ), the consequence of a decision made via θ is Cτ ( h , aθ (α , x) ). 3.3. Supervised speaker detection evaluation database We shall assume that we have available for evaluation purposes a large set of speech inputs X ≡ { x=(d1,d2)}, for which the hypothesis is known for every element x. We define the following subsets: − −



X1 is the subset of X, for which H1 is true (d1 and d2 have the same speaker). X2 is the subset of X, for which H2 is true (d1 and d2 have different speakers).



3.4. Examples of cost functions The following are examples of cost functions which will be used in this paper: 3.4.1.



Binary decisions



The general cost function for binary decisions has the form:



a ∈ A2 ≡ {accept , reject}



 ( H 1, accept ) → c11 ,   ( H , reject ) → c ,  1 12  CBIN (h, a ) ≡   ( H 2 , accept ) → c21 ,  ( H 2 , reject ) → c22 



(4)



For this cost function to have the correct sense, we assume c12 > c11 and c21 > c22 . We shall refer to application-types of the form (P1,CBIN) as binary application-types. 3.4.1.1 CDET A widely used simplification of the general cost function has the form:



 ( H 1, accept ) → 0 ,   ( H , reject ) → c > 0 ,  1  miss CDET (h, a ) ≡   ( H 2 , accept ) → c fa > 0,  ( H 2 , reject ) → 0  



(5)



where cmiss is the cost of missing H1 and cfa is the cost of falsely accepting H1. This is the cost function that is used in the NIST SREs, where the notation CDET (‘detection cost function’) is also used. 3.4.1.2 CERR As a further special case of CDET, we define CERR where cmiss = cfa = 1. The subscript denotes error, because averaging over CERR is the same as counting detection errors to give an error-rate. 3.4.2.



M-ary decisions



Application-types with cost functions defined on AM , will be referred to as M-ary application-types. As an example, we construct a simplified ternary cost function:



a ∈ A3 ≡ {accept , reject , undecided }  ( H1 , accept )  ( H 1, reject )  CTER (h, a ) ≡ ( H 2 , accept )  ( H , reject )  2  ( h, undecided )



→ 0,



  → cmiss > 0 ,  → c fa > 0 ,  → 0,  → cun > 0 



(6)



where cun is the cost of indecision under both hypotheses. (If cun ≥



cmiss c fa cmiss + c fa



, then CTER degenerates into a binary cost



function). Of course, the most general form of ternary cost function could have as many as 6 distinct and non-zero cost coefficients. See (Heck, 2004) for an example of a commercial speaker verification system that makes ternary decisions. 3.4.3.



Soft Decisions



Here, the action ( q1 , q2 ) is a probability distribution for hypothesis h. We consider two cost functions for this situation: the Brier cost (see Brier, 1950) and a logarithmic cost:



( q1, q2 ) ∈ Aprob ≡ {( q1, q2 ) | q2 = 1 − q1 , 0 < q1 < 1} ′ (H i , ( q1 , q2 ) ) ≡ (1 − qi ) 2 CBrier ′ (H i , ( q1 , q2 ) ) ≡ − log( qi ) Clog



(7)



These cost functions are well-known in this form, but for our purposes we shall use a different form: 3.4.3.1 CBrier and Clog For binary hypothesis testing it is more convenient to work with the log-odds re-parameterization of probability. The one-to-one logit function maps probabilities in the interval (0,1) to the log-odds domain, which is just the real line ℜ:



p 1− p 1 p = logit −1 y = 1 + e− y y = logit p = log



(8)



The above cost functions rewritten in terms of log-odds are:



y ∈ Aℜ ≡ ℜ



  ( H1 , y )  −1 ′ (h, logit ( y )) =  CBrier (h, y ) ≡ CBrier ( H 2 , y )     (H , y) ′ (h, logit −1 ( y )) =  1 Clog (h, y ) ≡ Clog  ( H 2 , y )



 , (1 + e )   1  → −y 2  (1 + e )  →



1



y 2



→ log(1 + e − y ) ,    y → log(1 + e )  



(9)



Unlike CBIN and CTER, these cost functions do not correspond trivially to practical applications, but in later sections we show that CBrier is an expected error-rate and that Clog is an expected cost, where the expectations are taken over a range of application-types. In general we denote detection decisions (or actions) with the symbol a. But if the detector output is in the special form of a log-odds value, we emphasize this by using the symbol y. 3.5. Note on the role of the prior The role of the hypothesis prior ( P1 , P2 ) in speaker detection, as defined here, is different from the role that class priors usually play in speech recognition, or in machine learning in general. In the latter disciplines, learning of the class priors is often considered part of the learning problem. Examples of such priors are the frequency of occurrence of phonemes in speech recognition, or the frequency of occurrence of characters in optical character recognition. But in speaker detection, it is accepted (Doddington, 2004) that specifying the prior is not the problem of the speech technologist. The prior is entirely dependent on the application. As an example consider the forensic use of speaker detection (Rose and Meuwly, 2005). The court may have to weigh multiple kinds of evidence, only one of which is recorded speech. If the court’s decision is viewed as a speaker detection problem, the combined weight of all the non-speech evidence effectively forms the prior for a speaker detection problem. Clearly the speaker detection system cannot be involved in the determination of this prior. It must be solely concerned with the weight of the speech evidence. We therefore simply take the prior as given. This facilitates the design of speaker detection systems at a fixed prior, but unfortunately complicates the design and evaluation of application-independent systems. 3.6. Note on H1, H2 It may be noted that our definitions of the speaker hypotheses H1 and H2 , are somewhat different from those normally employed to define the speaker detection problem. The usual approach takes one of the speech segments as training data to be used in training a speaker-specific model. The other speech segment is denoted as the test segment. These hypotheses then state: − −



Htarget : The test segment was generated by this speaker-specific model, Hnon-target : The test segment was generated by a speaker-independent background model.



But the likelihood-ratio defined by these hypotheses is only an approximation to the likelihood-ratio that we really need, because it is stated in terms of models of which the parameters are uncertain. It is also an asymmetric approach to the problem. Lastly, it is a clumsy framework to describe the possible channel differences between segments d1 and d2. Channel compensation strategies are therefore usually approached outside of the framework defined by these speaker hypotheses. In contrast, the hypothesis definitions ( H1 , H2 ) given here form a simple symmetrical statement of the whole problem, including model uncertainty and channel variability.



4. Evaluation by expected cost Our analysis of existing evaluation metrics and the synthesis of the proposed metric will be based throughout on the well-known Bayes decision theory (Wald, 1950; DeGroot, 1970). That is, we assume: − −



The design goal of speaker detection is to optimize the expected consequences of the decisions that are made by using the detector. As noted, we represent consequences by cost functions. In agreement with the design goal, speaker detection performance is then also evaluated via expected cost. (Equation 1 is an example.)



The transformation from traditional application-dependent (NIST SRE) evaluation to the proposed applicationindependent metric will remain in this framework. In particular, the proposed information-theoretic metric is realized by the choice of a particular cost function.



We state here two significant details about how we evaluate via expected costs: (i) We treat the prior as a given parameter, and (ii) we substitute hypothesis-conditional expectations by hypothesis-conditional averages. 4.1. Hypothesis conditioning Our evaluation objective is a cost expectation over two variables, namely the hypothesis h and the speech input x. That is, the expectation is taken with respect to a joint probability distribution p(h,x|V), where V denotes any conditioning (including resources such as data) that the evaluator may implicitly or explicitly apply. Since we take the prior ( P1 , P2 ) as given, we factor the joint distribution as follows:



p ( H i , x | V ) ≡ Pi p( x | H i ,Vi ) ,



V ≡ ( P1,V1,V2 )



(10)



where V1 and V2 are hypothesis-conditional components of V. In terms of this joint distribution, the evaluation objective is:



∑ P ∫ p( x | H ,V )C ( H , a (α , x)) dx ≡ ∑ P E {C ( H , a (α , x ))}



E x ,h |V {Cτ } =



2



i =1



i



i



τ



i



i



θ



2



i



i =1



x | Vi



τ



(11)



θ



i



(We use an explicit notation for the expectations, where the left part of the subscript of E lists the variables that are summed/integrated out and the right part shows conditioning terms.) The important point here is that the expected cost can be expressed as the prior-weighted sum of hypothesisconditional expectations. 4.2. Expectation simplifies evaluation Superficially, equation 11 suggests that the evaluator would have to work with p ( x | H i ,Vi ) . But since we need only the expectations of the cost, the evaluator need not work with probability distributions for the speech x itself. Rather the evaluator can work with the simpler (one-dimensional) cost distributions. Moreover, in this paper, we do not work with fully specified cost distributions. We are satisfied to work with the expected values (means) of these distributions. 4.3. Averages A formal Bayesian approach to making (hypothesis-conditional) estimates of the cost of using a detector could be to: − Assign a probability distribution p(c|Hi ,Vi ) for the cost, where the evaluator’s conditioning term Vi includes the empirical costs obtained by running the system under evaluation on the evaluation data Xi . −



Make a point estimate of the cost: E{cost | H i } = ∫ c p( c | H i ,Vi ) dc



But in this work, when we need to make practical estimates of the cost of detector decisions, we will simply substitute expectations by averages over the data. When there are sufficiently many trials, and under conditions where the law of large numbers applies, averages converge to expectations. Of course, when there are too few trials, this type of estimate can be problematic, and one could do better with more sophisticated estimation techniques, but this is outside the scope of this work. 4.4. Evaluation Objective When expressed as an average cost, for any cost function Cτ , the evaluation objective becomes:



Cˆ (θ ,α ) =



∑P 2



i =1



i



1 Xi



∑ C (H , a (α , x)) ,



x∈ X i



τ



i



θ



α = ( P1, Cτ ) ,



P2 = 1 − P1



(12)



We shall refer to equation 12 as the general evaluation objective. We use Cˆ (θ , α ) throughout the rest of the paper. Note that it is parameterized by the application-type α, and we shall manipulate this objective by choosing values for α . Of particular interest are the following special cases: 4.4.1.



NIST SRE Evaluation Objective



(



)



To form the NIST SRE evaluation objective Cˆ (θ , α NIST ) ,we set α NIST ≡ 0.01, C DET ( cmiss =10 , c fa =1) . This is just the same as Cˆ DET of equation 1. 4.4.2.



Application-independent Evaluation Objective



In what follows our agenda is to construct a special application-type αllr so that Cˆ (θ , α llr ) forms the proposed application-independent evaluation objective. The subscript llr refers to the fact that we are evaluating the loglikelihood-ratio outputs of application-independent detectors. This form of output is defined in the following section.



5. Application-Independent Detection In this section we define application-independent detection in more detail. Recall that: − An application-dependent speaker detector ∆(α) takes as input the speech x and then outputs the decision aθ (α , x) = a∆(α )(x). − An application-independent detector Γ has a design that is independent of the application. It processes the input speech x and outputs a real (log-odds) value y = aΓ (x). Then the user uses the application-type α = ( P1 , Cτ ) and y to make a Bayes decision aB (α , y ) . The whole process is summarized by:



aθ (α , x ) = aB (α , aΓ ( x ) ) , θ ≡ ( B, Γ)



(13)



This is a divide-and-conquer strategy for realizing aθ : The Γ-part of the mapping is done without knowledge of the application. The standard (parameter-less) B-part is done without knowledge of how to extract speaker information from the speech and without knowledge of the detector Γ. We give details below: 5.1. Likelihood-ratio First, we need to consider the probability distributions p( x|H1 , Γ ) and p( x|H2 , Γ ), which are respectively known as the likelihoods of H1 and H2 . We need not assume that the detector (or the evaluator) have the means to calculate these likelihoods individually. We do assume that the detector design, i.e. Γ , allows calculation of the log-likelihoodratio:



y = y ( x ) = log Rx|Γ ( x ) ≡ log



p ( x | H1 , Γ ) p( x | H 2 , Γ)



(14)



Since it is the detector that calculates this ratio, we condition the probability distributions here on Γ. 5.2. Posterior If the detector contributes the likelihood-ratio and if the prior is given, the posterior :



P1 | x ,Γ ≡ P ( H 1 | x, P1, Γ)



P2 | x ,Γ ≡ P ( H 2 | x, P1 , Γ ) = 1 − P1 | x ,Γ



(15)



can be calculated via Bayes’ rule:



P1 |x ,Γ = logit −1 (logit P1 + log Rx | Γ ( x ) )



(16)



(The logit transformation simplifies Bayes’ rule for binary hypotheses.) 5.3. Bayes decision With this posterior for a given trial, the best decision that can be made, in the sense of minimizing expected cost, is a Bayes decision that satisfies:



aˆ (α , x , Γ ) ≡ arg inf a∈A



∑P 2



i =1



i | x ,Γ



Cτ ( H i , a )



(17)



(This decision is not necessarily unique, but if not, it does not matter for our purposes which decision is chosen.) This is an optimization of each individual decision, but applying this strategy to every trial will also minimize the expected cost over all trials, which can be expressed as:



∑ P E {C (H , aˆ(α , x, Γ))} = ∑ P ∫ p ( x | H , Γ) C (H , aˆ (α , x, Γ ) ) dx



E x ,h | P1 ,Γ{Cτ } =



2



i =1



i



x | Γ



τ



i



2



i



i =1



i



τ



(18)



i



The two steps performed by the user (equations 16 and 17) can be combined as:



aB (α , y ) ≡ arginf (Cτ ( H1 , a ) logit −1 (logit P1 + y ) + Cτ ( H 2 , a ) logit −1 ( − logit P1 − y ) ) (19) a∈A



5.4. Optimality Decisions made according to equation 17 give minimum expected cost (equation 18), when the expectations are calculated with respect to likelihoods p(x|Hi ,Γ) which satisfy equation 14. We shall take this to be the best the detector can do. But the evaluator will not necessarily think so, because the evaluator (approximately) evaluates by equation 11. The evaluator effectively evaluates with different likelihoods p(x|Hi ,Vi ), which are conditioned on the resources available to the evaluator. In a typical pattern-recognition development cycle, the resources (data) available during the design of the recognizer is kept strictly separate from the resources (data) which are used to evaluate it. A detailed analysis and decomposition of the effects (cost) of the discrepancy between p(x|Hi ,Γ) and1 p(x|Hi ,Vi ) can be done for general cost functions. But for brevity in this paper, we shall limit this decomposition to the case of Clog in which case the decomposition can be stated in terms of well-known information-theoretic quantities. (See section 14). 5.5. Sub-optimal detector A practical speaker detector will typically not process the speech directly to calculate equation 14. Instead, its frontend will do a feature extraction, which we denote φ(x). Further processing is then based on φ only, disregarding the original x. Given this constraint (compromise), the best2 the detector can do is to form the log-likelihood-ratio3 y(x) = log Rφ |Γ (φ(x)) for this processed input. A further compromise may be used, where a scalar real score, s(φ) is calculated, upon which all further processing is in turn based. Again, given this constraint, the best the detector can then do is to form the log-likelihood-ratio4 y(x) = log Rs |Γ (s(φ(x))). These details need not concern the user. In order to apply equation 19, the user can simply plug in y(x) and need not know which of these likelihood-ratios the detector is in fact producing. Note also that a detector of the form Rs |Γ (s(φ(x))) need not necessarily be sub-optimal, because there exist5 functions φ(⋅) and s(⋅) so that Rs |Γ (s(φ(x))) = Rx|Γ (x). Notice that we did not decompose the detector probability conditioning Γ into hypothesis-conditional parts as we did with the evaluator conditioning V=(P1 ,V1 ,V2 ). This is simply because we do not need to consider separate components of Γ for our analysis. 1



2



This statement can be made more precise, in terms of expected costs, but for brevity sake, we omit a detailed analysis.



3



This likelihood-ratio, its application and consequences are defined by equations 14 to 18, as re-written with the notational exercise of replacing every x with φ.



4



This likelihood-ratio, its application and consequences are defined by equations 14 to 18, as re-written with the notational exercise of replacing every x with s. 5



An example is s(φ(x)) = Rx | Γ (x).



6. Application-Independent Evaluation To evaluate an application-independent detector, we stay within the framework of evaluation by expected cost. We approach the problem of finding an application-independent evaluation metric by choosing a suitable special application-type. That is, we choose an application-type



α llr ≡ ( P1llr , Cllr ) , where:



−



Cllr ( h, y ) is a cost function on {H 1, H 2} × Aℜ



−



P1llr is a suitable prior.



6.1. Candidate I: Application-dependent cost function To make this metric relevant to the needs of the user of the detector we consider the following candidate for start with a given application-type



α 0 = ( P , C0 ) , where C0 is a cost function 0 1



α llr . We



defined for hard decisions (i.e. A =



AM), such as CBIN or CTER . Then we construct the following application-type to evaluate a log-likelihood-ratio y:



α psr (α ) ≡ (P10 , C psr (α 0



0)



)



C psr (α 0 ) (h, y ) ≡ C0 (h, a B (α0 , y ) )



(20)



We have now incorporated the Bayes decision (equation 19) into the evaluator’s cost function. The evaluator makes the Bayes decision, using the detector-supplied log-likelihood-ratio and then evaluates this decision via the traditional application-dependent cost function C0 . The subscript psr is for proper scoring rule, because this construction turns the application-type α0 into a special cost function known by this name. We discuss this in section 8.4. We assume that any practically motivated application-dependent cost function, with a small ||AM|| such as CBIN or CTER , will have finite (bounded) cost coefficients. But we argue that a bounded cost function cannot give a strict enough penalty for a bad log-likelihood-ratio of large magnitude and of the wrong sign. The reason is this: There exist application-types for which bad decisions lead to arbitrarily high losses (we elaborate in section 11). As the magnitude of a log-likelihood-ratio of the wrong sign increases, so does the magnitude of the costs of the (bad) decisions which can be made with this log-likelihood-ratio. Therefore we require that as the magnitude approaches infinity, so should the penalty imposed by the application-independent evaluation metric. 6.2. Candidate II: Application-independent cost function We can meet this requirement by adapting C psr (α 0 ) in the following way: We construct a cost function which is the expectation of C psr (α 0 ) , over a suitably chosen range of application-types, where this range includes types having arbitrarily high costs. The general form of this cost function is:



{



C psrII (h, y ) ≡ E C psr (α 0 ) (h, y )



}



= ∫ C psr (α 0 ) (h, y ) p(α 0 ) dα 0



(21)



We have now transformed our problem to one of choosing a probability distribution p(α0 ) over application-types. It is understood that the range of integration is over the support of p(α0 ). In order to choose p(α0 ) and its support, we need a better understanding of the structure of cost functions and application-types. This is the topic of section 7. In section 8 we return to make a choice for p(α0 ).



7. Application-type Analysis First, we shall need to form a decomposition of the general objective function (equation 12) into two components: the evaluation outcome and the evaluation weighting. For simplicity, we do this for the case of finite A = AM . The analysis for the more general case is similar.



7.1. Evaluation outcome Given a decision space AM ≡ {a1 , a2 , … , aj , … , aM } , a detector a∆ (x) which gives outputs in AM , and a supervised evaluation database (X1 , X2 ), one can compute the evaluation outcome, which serves as a sufficient statistic for the evaluation objective, without having further detail about the prior and cost coefficients. Let Λ ≡ ( AM , ∆, ( X 1 , X 2 ) ) , then we define the evaluation outcome to be the 2 by M matrix:



S ( Λ ) ≡ [Pij (Λ )] , Pij ( Λ ) ≡



{ x ∈ X i | a∆ ( x ) = a j }



(22)



Xi



For example, in the case M = 2, this matrix is:



Pmiss  1 − Pmiss . S (Λ) =  1 − Pfa   Pfa 7.2. Evaluation weighting Given an application-type α = (P1 , Cτ ), the evaluation weighting also forms a 2 by M matrix:



W (α ) ≡ [ wij (α )] , wij (α ) ≡ PiCτ ( H i , a j )



(23)



For example, in the case of α = ( P1 , CDET ) , this weighting matrix is: 



W (α ) = 



0



P1Cmiss 



 P2C fa



. 



0



(24)



We can now rewrite the general evaluation objective (equation 12) in terms of these components:



Cˆ (θ ,α ) = Cˆ ( Λ ,α ) ≡



∑∑ w (α ) P (Λ) 2



M



ij



ij



(25)



i =1 j =1



(This is of course a generalization of equation 1, which has only two non-zero terms.) Notice that we have already simplified the application-type, just by this notational exercise. The cost function coefficients and the prior probabilities never act separately. It is just the products wij(α) which matter in equation 25. This gives us one degree of freedom to change the application-type, without affecting the evaluation result. This concept is expanded and formalized below. 7.3. Equivalence To see that further degrees of freedom exist in the specification of the cost function, consider CDET (equation 5). Intuitively, if both cost coefficients cfa and cmiss are scaled by say a factor of 2, then the cost function has not been changed in any essential way. Clearly this transformation leads to an equivalent cost function. Below we formalize the concept of equivalence. Essential to this analysis is the following assumption: 7.3.1.



Evaluation is relative.



This is motivated as follows. Some of the reasons for evaluating speaker detection systems are: a)



To compare different speaker detection systems.



b) To improve a given speaker detection system during its development cycle. c) To decide whether a speaker detection system is useful for a given application. But (b) is a special case of (a), because improvement cannot be observed without comparison. Also, (c) may be accomplished via (a): To decide on the utility of a system, one can compare it to a suitably chosen reference system1 if it is better than the reference, it has utility. We shall therefore take it that the goal of evaluation is comparison between systems. In other words an evaluation ranks detection systems. For any pair of detectors, the evaluation must decide which is better (has lower expected cost). Our evaluation objective is parameterized by application-types. We can therefore define two different application-types to be equivalent for the purposes of evaluation, when the two evaluations which they parameterize, rank all pairs of detectors in the same way. More formally: 7.3.2.



Equivalence of application-types



Definition: Application-types α and α′ are equivalent if they share the same AM and if, for every pair of evaluation outcomes S(Λ) and S( Λ′) :



Cˆ ( Λ , α ) ≤ Cˆ ( Λ′, α ) if and only if



Cˆ ( Λ , α ′) ≤ Cˆ (Λ′, α ′)



(26)



This definition states that ranking must be preserved under equivalence. Also note that we are in fact ranking evaluation outcomes, not just detectors. But for a fixed evaluation database, this is the same as ranking detectors. With this definition in place, we can now categorize equivalence: Theorem 1: For any M ≥ 2 : application-types α and α′ are equivalent if and only if their weights are related as in:



wij (α ′) = k0 wij (α ) + ki



⋯



where i = 1,2 and j = 1,2 , ,M and k0 > 0



(27)



Proof: A proof can be constructed via some linear inequalities, but we sketch a more intuitive geometric proof. First, note that an evaluation outcome [Pij(Λ)], when viewed as a point in 2M-dimensional space, ℜ , is confined to a convex subset2 of dimension 2M-2. The dimensionality reduction is because of the two linear constraints on the 2M



∑ P (Λ) = 1 M



probabilistic coefficients, namely



ij



, for i = 1,2. In contrast, the evaluation weighting [wij(α)], when



j =1



viewed as a vector, has the full dimension of 2M. Now the evaluation objective Cˆ ( Λ , α ) is just a dot-product of the outcome [Pij(Λ)] with the weight-vector [wij(α)]. The image of the convex (2M−2)-dimensional subset under this dotproduct is a real interval. Evaluation outcomes which live in the (2M−2)-dimensional subset are mapped to the real interval by the evaluation weighting. The ranking of pairs of evaluation outcomes happens in this real interval. Now it should be obvious that scaling of the weight-vector (i.e. by k0 ) will have no effect on the ranking, since it will just scale the real interval. Further, the weight-vector can be decomposed into two components, one in the span of the (2M−2)-dimensional subset, and the other a 2-dimensional component orthogonal to the span. Changing the weightvector along this orthogonal component (i.e. adding k1 and k2) effects a change to the dot-product which is not a function of the evaluation outcome3. But any other change to the weight-vector will disturb the ranking of at least some pairs of outcomes.



1



An obvious reference system is one that does not process the input speech, basing its decisions only on the information contained in the application-type.



2



Specifically, this subset is the Cartesian product of two (M−1)-simplexes.



3



∂ ∂ ki



Cˆ ( Λ, α ′) = 1 , i = 1,2



Comment: Application-type equivalence as defined here is closely related to an equivalence relation between cost functions. (Cost functions rank outcomes of individual trials, while application-types rank evaluation outcomes.) See (DeGroot, 1970, section 8.3) who gives a result (for cost functions) that is similar to Theorem 1, but only in the forward direction. For this work, it was deemed important to also prove this result in the reverse direction (the only if part), to show that equation 27 is the only way in which equivalence can be obtained. Recall that our agenda is to define an expectation over a range of application-types. But we argue that this range need not include ‘repetition’ over equivalent application-types. We want this range to vary only over essentially different application-types. Armed with equation 27, we can now (for the purposes of evaluation) simplify any given application-type: Corollary 1.1: A general application-type, with M-ary decisions can have as many as 2M + 1 independent parameters. (The extra 1 is for the prior). But using the 4 degrees of freedom (k0 , k1 , k2 and the weight-prior duality), any M-ary application-type can be reduced to an equivalent application-type having 2M-3 parameters. 7.4. Canonical application-type Given any M-ary application-type, we can transform it (using all 4 degrees of freedom in the equivalence relation) to an equivalent and canonical application-type, which is somewhat simpler and which has some convenient properties, such as being non-negative and normalized. (i)



We start with an application-type



α = (P1 , Cτ ( H i , a j ) ) ≡ (P1 , [cij ]) and



transform this to the



equivalent:



α ′ = (0.5, [ wij (α )]) ,



(ii)



i.e. we choose the canonical prior to be 0.5, while absorbing the



prior into the cost coefficients. Next, we choose the additive constants (k1, k2) of equation 27 to give a further equivalent:



α ′′ = (0.5, [cij′′ ]) , cij′′ = wij (α ) − min wij (α ) j



This ensures non-negative cost coefficients. This is why we stated earlier that we can work with nonnegative cost functions without loss of generality. This transformation also zeros at least one of the cost-coefficients in each of the two rows. Now the best (correct) choice of action for each hypothesis has zero cost. This now makes it clear why CDET can be used in place of the general CBIN . (iii)



Finally, we use the scale constant k0 to give a normalized equivalent:



α ′′′ = (0.5, [cij′′′]) , cij′′′ =



c1′′j cnorm



(28)



cnorm = max min pc1′′j + (1 − p )c2′′ j 0< p 


j



These normalized cost coefficients cij′′′ now have the nice property of being dimensionless. (The original cost function may have been given in terms of resources like money or time.) We chose this particular normalization strategy1 to allow the normalized cost coefficients to grow arbitrarily large, since we want to include such cases in our range of application-types. The canonical application-type is a representative for a (4-dimensional) equivalence class of application-types. We give an example: 7.4.1.



Example: Canonical binary application-type



Recall the binary (M=2) cost function CBIN (section 3.4.1). The general binary application-type has 5 parameters. Then following the same steps as above we: 1



Actually cnorm has a nice interpretation as a reference value:



min pc1′′j + (1 − p )c2′′ j is the expected cost of the Bayes decision based on a probability j



p for hypothesis H1 . Then cnorm is the expected cost of this Bayes decision using the worst possible p. The function of the detector under evaluation is to effectively supply a posterior probability so that a Bayes decision can be made. This normalization therefore compares the probability supplied by the detector against the worst possible probability p. Moreover, cnorm is also a convenient way to normalize soft-decision cost functions such as CBrier and Clog . Note that for these soft-decision cost functions, cnorm is unaffected by the re-parameterization from probability to log-odds. In contrast, any normalization formed by linear weighting over the costs would be affected by re-parameterization.



(i) (ii)



Incorporate the prior into the cost coefficients and choose the new prior to be 0.5. Zero the smaller penalty in each row, which gives a cost function of the form of CDET. In this case, we can use the familiar notation for the remaining two non-zero coefficients, namely cmiss and cfa . The previously stated assumptions c12 > c11 and c21 > c22 ensure that



cmiss = c12 − c11 > 0



(29)



c fa = c21 − c22 > 0 (iii)



Normalize: equation 28 gives:



cnorm =



cmiss c fa cmiss + c fa



(30)



After normalization, the canonical form can be expressed in terms of a single parameter t : 











 1−t



α cost (t ) ≡ α ′′′ =  0.5, 



1 t 



0







(31)



0 



1



where, in terms of the (un-normalized) CDET coefficients:



0


c fa 


(32)



As planned, when t approaches 0 or 1, one of the penalties



1 t



or 11−t , approaches infinity while the other approaches 1.



(If instead we had normalized by the arithmetic mean, the penalties would be bounded above by 2.) The parameter t has the following interpretation: Given a detector-supplied log-likelihood-ratio y, and the chosen prior of 0.5, the posterior is logit



−1



y . A Bayes decision1 for the cost function



logit −1 y ≤ t → reject ,  a B (αcost (t ), y ) =   . −1 logit y ≥ t → accept 



0  1  1−t



1 t



0



is then:



(33)



That is, the parameter t is just the threshold against which the posterior is compared.



8. Construction of α llr After the analysis of section 7, we can now return to the unfinished agenda of section 6 to choose the special application-type



α llr ≡ ( P1llr , Cllr ) which will parameterize our application-independent evaluation objective.



8.1. Choice of p(α0 ) To complete the definition of the cost function of equation 21, we need to specify p(α0 ). The first task is to choose the support of p(α0 ). We choose the simplest option, namely the one-dimensional range of canonical binary applicationtypes given by αcost(t), with 0 < t < 1. This range is representative of all binary application-types. Alternatively one could choose a (2M-3)-dimensional support as given by some other M-ary canonical application-type (possibly for M → ∞). Or one could use a weighted sum over a range of values of M. This approach deserves further consideration. But in this work we limit our attention to the binary case and show that this leads to a satisfactory evaluation metric for likelihood-ratios. This leaves specification of the one-dimensional probability distribution p(t). We choose the flat distribution:



p (α cost (t )) = p(t ) = 1 , 0 < t < 1



1



(34)



This decision is not unique at the threshold, but for our purposes it does not matter which decision is made at the threshold.



Plugging equations 31 and 33 into 20 and then using 20 and 34 in 21, we get:



{



}



1



C psrII (h, y ) = E C psr (α cost ( t )) ( h, y ) = ∫ C psr (α cost ( t )) (h, y ) dt 0 1   −y 1 ( H , y ) → dt = log( 1 + e ),  1  t ∫ logit −1 y   =  logit −1 y  y  1 ( H 2 , y ) → ∫ 1−t dt = log(1 + e )  0   = Clog (h, y )



(35)



where Clog is as defined in section 3.4.3.1. This then forms the derivation of the cost function that we shall employ in our application-independent evaluation objective. To finally complete the specification of this objective we just need to tie up a few loose ends. 8.2. Choice of prior The special application-type



α = ( P1llr , Clog ) we are constructing is an expectation over a range of application-types



αcost(t) where we vary the cost function, but not the prior. Therefore P1llr equals the prior of αcost(t) which is just the canonical 0.5. That is:



P1llr ≡ 8.3. Canonical



1 2



(36)



α llr



We have now constructed (derived) the special application-type ( 0.5, Clog ). But this application-type is also subject to the equivalence relations defined above. So, for good form and further convenience, we ensure that this applicationtype is in canonical form. In section 7.4 where we worked with discrete decisions in A = AM , we did not give a formal definition of the properties of a canonical application-type. We now give a formal definition, for case of general A and along the way define some terminology that refers only to the cost function: Definition: A cost function Cτ is fair if it satisfies:



inf Cτ ( H i , a ) = 0 , i = 1,2 a∈A



(37)



Definition: A cost function Cτ is in canonical form if it is fair and it also satisfies:



cnorm ≡ max inf p Cτ ( H1 , a ) + (1 − p )Cτ ( H 2 , a ) = 1 0< p 


Definition: An application-type



α = ( P1, Cτ )



(38)



is in canonical form if Cτ is in canonical form and it also satisfies



P1 = 0.5 . We shall use the notation K(α) to denote the canonical equivalent of a given application-type α.



Now ( 0.5, Clog ) meets the first and third requirements, but we need1 a scaling factor of (log 2)-1 to meet the normalization requirement. This then gives, in canonical form, the special application-type that we propose to use for application-independent evaluation.



α llr ≡ ( 12 , Cllr ) , Cllr (h, y ) ≡



1 log 2



Clog (h, y )



(39)



8.4. Proper Scoring Rules We can now plug



α llr



into equation 12 to form our application-independent objective function. In order to do this



there is a subtle point that the notation forces us to resolve: What is aθ (α llr , x ) ? We are evaluating an applicationindependent detector which outputs y(x). This makes equation 13 applicable which gives:



aθ (αllr , x ) = a B (αllr , y ( x ))



(40)



We set out to evaluate a detector that outputs the log-likelihood-ratio y = y(x). But now we are asking: If we evaluate via be done via



α llr



α llr



, is the best the detector can do indeed to output y? Since we know the evaluation will



, would it not be better for the detector to rather output the Bayes decision aB (αllr , y) ?



The answer is very satisfying! It is yes in both cases, because at



y = a B (αllr , y )



α llr , equation 19 has the unique solution:



(41)



This is a nice justification for the use of αllr . But Cllr (or Clog ) is not the only cost function with this property. It is one of an infinity of such cost functions known as strictly proper scoring rules (see e.g. Dalkey, 1975; Sebastiani and Wynn, 2000). Another well-known example of a strictly proper scoring rule is CBrier (Brier, 1950). In fact, a weaker condition is true (Sebastiani and Wynn, 2000) for Candidate I, of equation 20:



(



y ∈ a B α psr (α 0 ) , y



)



(42)



In this case the output y is optimal, but there may be other outputs (different to y) which are also optimal. C psr (α 0 ) is therefore also a proper scoring rule, but not necessarily strict. (A cost function defined on a finite A = AM will always give a non-strict scoring rule via this construction. ) The strictness of Clog is another reason to prefer Candidate II to Candidate I. We want the evaluation metric to force the detector to output its log-likelihood-ratio y rather than anything else. 8.5. Proposed Application-Independent Evaluation Objective Finally then, combining equations 40 and 41 to get aθ (α llr , x ) = aβ (α llr , aΓ ( x )) = aΓ ( x ) , and inserting this into equation 12, we get:



Cˆ llr ( Γ) ≡ Cˆ (( B, Γ), α llr ) =



1



1 2 log 2



∑ X1 ∑ C 2



i =1



i



x∈X i



log



( H i , aΓ ( x ) )



(43)



This is easy to see by realizing that



′ ( H1, q ) + (1 − p)Clog ′ ( H 2 , q) = − p log( p) − (1 − p) log(1 − p) inf pClog ( H1, y ) + (1 − p)Clog ( H 2 , y) = inf pClog



− ∞< y 



0< q


is just the Shannon entropy for the probability distribution (p,1-p), which has a maximum of log(2).



This is the proposed application-independent evaluation objective for a detector Γ, which outputs log-likelihoodratios y = aΓ (x ) such as defined in sections 5.1 or 5.5. Recall that X1 and X2 are the hypothesis-conditional subsets of the supervised set of evaluation speech inputs and that Clog(h,y) is defined by equation 9. Note that equation 35 is an interpretation of Clog as expected cost. Next we show that variations on our derivation can give interpretations of both CBrier and Clog as expected error-rates .



9. Derivation of CBrier It is worth the trouble of doing some analysis of an alternative candidate for application-independent evaluation, namely CBrier. This cost function is also a strictly proper scoring rule and has seen use in machine learning and other disciplines (see e.g. Zadrozny and Elkan, 2002 and references therein), and particularly in meteorology (Brier, 1950; Roulston and Smith, 2002), as an evaluation objective for the assessment of predictive posterior probabilities. Using Corollary 1.1, which states that all binary application-types have one-dimensional equivalents, we now choose a different representative range over the binary application-types. This time we follow a strategy which is a dual of the previous strategy: We fix the cost function and vary the prior. We use:



α ERR ( q) ≡ ( q, CERR )



(44)



where CERR is as defined in section 3.4.1.2, and where the prior is parameterized by 0 < q < 1. We can now use αERR(q) in equation 20 to give:



α psr (α



ERR ( q ))



= (q, C psr (α ERR ( q )) )



C psr (α ERR ( q )) ( h, y ) = CERR (h, aβ (α ERR (q ), y ) ) ( H , y ) → u (− logit( q) − y ), = 1  ( H 2 , y ) → u(logit( q ) + y )  ( H1 , y ) → u ((1 − q ) − logit −1 y ),  =  −1 ( H 2 , y ) → u( q − (1 − logit y ))  



(45)



where u(⋅) is the Heaviside (unit step) function. This does not fit into the framework of equation 21, because the prior is not fixed anymore. We must now integrate over the product of the prior and the cost. This is conveniently done by inserting equation 45 directly into the general evaluation objective (equation 12) and then integrating over q: 1



E{Cˆ (( B , Γ), α psr (α ERR ( q )) )} = ∫ Cˆ (( B, Γ), α psr (α ERR ( q )) ) p( q) dq



(46)



0



If we choose a flat distribution for the parameter q, namely p(q) = 1, we arrive at CBrier : 1



∫ C (( B , Γ ), α psr (α ERR ( q )) ) dq



ˆ



= Cˆ (( B, Γ), α Brier ) , α Brier ≡ ( 12 , CBrier )



(47)



0



We have therefore shown here that CBrier has the interpretation of expected error-rate as the prior is varied. Since the error-rate is upper-bounded by 1, so is CBrier . This then, according to our earlier argument that we need infinite penalties, disqualifies CBrier from being an application-independent evaluation metric. In fact, in experiments we have observed that the objective given by CBrier is in many respects very similar to that given by CERR. The only advantage that we see in CBrier over CERR is that it gives a differentiable objective function, which of course is an advantage in many optimization procedures. It has seen much use in the speech and pattern



recognition literature for the purpose of discriminative learning (see e.g. Juang and Katagiri, 1992), often under other names such as mean squared error. We may add that modern discriminative learning techniques now tend to prefer penalty functions that are more like (the log-odds parameterization of) Clog than CBrier. One of the reasons for this is a very practical one, namely that CBrier is not convex. This leads to more difficult optimization problems having local optima. In contrast Clog (see Minka 2003) and the penalty functions used for modern machine learning algorithms such as SVM and AdaBoost (see e.g. Zhang 2004) are all convex, and usually lead to easier optimization problems with unique global optima. All of these convex penalties necessarily share the property of Clog of not being upper-bounded. But, for example, the SVM hingeloss penalty is not a strictly proper scoring rule (see Zhu and Hastie, 2005 and references therein). The hinge penalty encourages the SVM to output a score that approaches the sign function of the log-likelihood-ratio (or logit posterior) rather than the log-likelihood-ratio itself.



10. Interpretations of Cˆ llr Our application-independent evaluation objective allows several interpretations: 10.1.



Expected Cost



As already pointed out, our construction of Cˆ llr via equation 35 is also an interpretation of this evaluation measure as an expected cost, over a range of application-types. 10.2.



Total Error-rate



We can re-use equation 46 to arrive at Clog instead of at CBrier . We re-parameterize the prior q to the log-odds domain, y = logit q, and then use a flat distribution over y ( not over q as before): ∞



E{Cˆ (( β , Γ),α psr (α ERR ( q )) )} = k ∫ Cˆ (( β , Γ), α psr (α −∞



ERR (logit



−1



y ))



) dy (48)



= k ′Cˆ llr ( Γ) where k and k′ are positive constants. The catch here is that a flat probability distribution over the log-odds domain, p(y) = 1, -∞ < y < ∞ , is improper (cannot be normalized). The constant k would have to be infinitesimally small to make this a properly normalized expectation.



Cˆ llr can be interpreted as an un-normalized expected error-rate. Specifically, it does not have the property of a normalized error-rate of being bounded above by 1. As noted, it has no upper bound. Otherwise one could interpret Cˆ llr as the total error-rate for this range of applications. The range is infinite, so it cannot serve as normalization factor. But, for a good detector, the error-rate becomes very small when |logit prior| >> 0, so that the total error-rate over this infinite range can still be small (


Discriminative log-likelihood interpretation



This interpretation is most conveniently stated in the case where the evaluation data is balanced: ||X1|| = ||X2||. If this is not the case, the interpretation becomes hypothesis-conditional. We discuss the balanced case: An application-independent detector forms a discriminative model for the speaker hypotheses, given the speech. (A generative model would model the speech, given the speaker hypotheses.) Given independence between trials, and



given a hypothesis prior of 0.5, the log of the joint probability of all the hypothesis labels (or the log-likelihood of the discriminative model) becomes:



log P({h j } | {x j }, Γ) = log



∏ P( h



( h j , x j )∈Z



| x j , Γ)



j



(49)



= − Z Cˆ llr ( Γ) where Z is the set of supervised evaluation data, {hj} is the set of hypothesis labels for every trial j, {xj} is the set of speech inputs for those trials, and Γ is the detector (or discriminative model). The objective Cˆ llr ( Γ ) is therefore a normalized (negative) discriminative log-likelihood. A training procedure that optimizes a detector with this objective is therefore performing maximum-likelihood training. In certain forms, this training procedure is known1 as logistic regression (Minka, 2003; Zhu and Hastie, 2005). 10.4.



Information-theoretic interpretation



Cˆ llr has a decomposition in terms of the well-known information theoretic quantities mutual information and KLdivergence. We defer this analysis to section 14.



11. Reference Detector Here we work with fair cost functions. All of CDET, CTER, CBrier and Clog are fair. Note that the best possible objective value (obtained for a perfect detector) for a fair cost function is 0:



Cˆ best ≡



∑ P inf C ( H , a) = 0 2



i



i =1



τ



a∈ A



(50)



i



An important concept for understanding the significance of the general evaluation objective (equation 12) is that of the reference detector. We define the reference detector θ ref (α ) for a given application-type α = (P1 ,Cτ ), to be the detector that makes Bayes decisions without processing the input speech. This makes the log-likelihood-ratio equal to 0 and the posterior equal to the prior. The reference system makes the constant decision aB (α,0) for every trial (see equation 19). (For an application-independent system that would be y = aB (αllr , 0) = 0 ). The general objective function (equation 12) for the reference system takes the value:



Cˆ ref (α ) ≡ Cˆ (θ ref (α ),α ) = inf



a∈A



∑ PC ( H , a ) 2



i



i =1



τ



i



(51)



For a (non-trivial) fair cost function, Cˆ ref (α ) > 0 . This makes it a good normalizing constant. Indeed, it is used as such in the NIST SREs. A detector with an objective smaller than the reference can be said to be better than nothing. But it is important to realize that a detector that does process the input speech, but makes poor decisions anyway, can do worse than the reference system. The very worst a detector could do would be:



Cˆ worst (α ) ≡



∑ P max C (H , a ) 2



i



i =1



1



a∈A



τ



i



This stems from the fact that logit-1 is also known as the logistic function.



(52)



but this case is not of practical interest, because to achieve this value, a detector would have to have perfect knowledge of the hypothesis for every trial and then output the worst decision for every trial. However, a bad value that can easily be obtained in practice, is when the worst constant choice is made:



Cˆ bad (α ) = max a∈ A



∑ PC ( H , a ) 2



i



i =1



τ



(53)
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Below, we give numerical values for examples of canonical application-types constructed with the cost functions CERR , CDET , CBrier and Clog . Recall that the operator K(α) gives the canonical equivalent of its argument α. 11.1.



Example: Reference values for CERR



K (α ERR ( 12 )) = α cost ( 12 ) = ( 12 ,2C ERR )



Cˆ ref (K (α ERR ( 12 )) ) = 1



Cˆ bad (K (α ERR ( 12 )) ) = 1 Cˆ (K (α ( 1 )) ) = 2 worst



(54)



ERR 2



Of interest here, is that the reference system and the bad constant decision give the same objective value. This will always be the case if both types of error are weighted the same. An objective function based on equal weighting of errors does not warn one against the potentially ruinous effects of a bad detector. With this objective function it is not likely that a detector will be judged to be worse than the reference (i.e. 50% error-rate). 11.2.



Example: Reference values for CDET 99 K (α NIST ) = α cost ( 10..09 ) = ( 12 , CDET ( cmiss =1.101, c fa =10.9 ) )



Cˆ ref ( K (α NIST )) = 0.5505 Cˆ bad ( K (α NIST )) = 5.45 Cˆ worst ( K (α NIST )) = 6.0005



(55)



Here the picture is very different. One can now easily1 get systems that do about 10 times worse than the reference. The user can do a lot worse basing decisions on a bad detector than when using no detector at all. As the cost ratio 1− t t



of αcost(t) (see equation 31) becomes more unbalanced (i.e. log 1−t t >> 0 ) this effect worsens:



lim Cˆ ref (α cost (t )) = lim Cˆ ref (α cost (t )) = 0.5 t →0



t →1



lim Cˆbad (α cost (t )) = lim Cˆ bad (α cost (t )) → ∞ t →0



(56)



t →1



A similar result holds for other canonical M-ary application-types. Hence our earlier statement: There are applicationtypes for which decisions made by a bad detector can lead to arbitrarily much damage. 11.3.



1



Example: Reference values for CBrier



Even a speaker detection system with a good score (i.e. with a good EER and a good DET-curve), can easily earn an objective value of



Cˆ bad if its score



threshold is poorly set, so that (on the evaluation data) the system always makes the worst constant decision. This does happen with systems submitted to the NIST SREs.



K (α Brier ) = ( 12 ,4C Brier ) Cˆ (K (α ) ) = 1 ref



Brier



(57)



Cˆ bad ( K (α Brier )) = 2 Cˆ ( K (α )) = 2 worst



Brier



With CBrier , a bad detector can be judged to be worse than the reference system, but only up to a factor of 2. This evaluation metric still does not reflect the fact that in actual applications the cost can be arbitrarily high. 11.4.



Example: Reference Values for Clog



Cˆ ref (α llr ) = 1 Cˆ bad (α llr ) = ∞ Cˆ (α ) = ∞ worst



(58)



llr



Finally, this cost function has the desired behaviour: The penalty for a bad detector can grow without bounds.



12. Speaker Detector Decomposition In the following two sections we discuss a secondary aspect of detector evaluation, namely the evaluation of the score. In this section we discuss the role of the score. In the next section we discuss traditional and new ways to evaluate the score. In what follows we shall assume1 that a speaker detection system (application-dependent or -independent) can be decomposed into two sequential stages, which we shall call the extraction stage s = s(x) and the presentation stage a = a(s). • The extraction stage s(x) extracts information from the input speech x into the real score s. The sense of the score is: More positive scores favour H1, while more negative scores favour H2. In the general case this is the only requirement for the score. • The presentation stage a(s) presents the information in the score to the user in a form that is useful to the application of the user. We consider two possibilities: o



o



1 2



Application-dependent: The presentation stage (using only the score as input) makes a hard decision. For the case of binary decisions, this is most often accomplished by using a detector- and application-dependent score threshold. If the score exceeds the threshold, the decision is accept, otherwise reject. Application-independent: The presentation stage maps the score to a log-likelihood-ratio, for example via a monotonic increasing function2. Then, as discussed earlier, this allows the user to make application-dependent Bayes decisions, for any application. This statement that the log-likelihood-ratio can be used for any application is, of course, a lofty ideal. The danger has already been pointed out: There are applications where bad decisions carry arbitrarily high penalties. This danger is exactly what we seek to address by proposing the use of Cllr for the evaluation of log-likelihood-ratios.



This is true of all speaker detection systems entered in the NIST SREs, because the NIST SRE requires both a score and a hard decision for every trial.



In the May 2005 NIST SRE, participants were encouraged to submit essentially application-independent systems, which produced scores in the form of log-likelihood-ratios. (Actually, the evaluation plan asked for posteriors, but with the prescribed prior of 0.01 this trivially maps back to log-likelihoodratios.) In this evaluation there were a few systems where the mapping from score to log-likelihood-ratio was effectively y(s) = s. By this we mean that there was no single real score which was further calibrated. In these systems calibration was essentially part of the output stage of the extraction stage. However, all of the following analysis remains valid for these systems also.



We shall call any measure of goodness of the extraction stage (and therefore of the score), the discrimination1 of the detector. Below we discuss such measures. A score with good discrimination is a score that could be used to make decisions that have low cost or low error-rates, provided the calibration is also good. We shall call the design act of optimizing the presentation stage the calibration of the detector. Any measure of goodness of this stage will also be referred to as the calibration of the detector. For binary application-types and a single score threshold, calibration is the act of choosing this threshold. For application-independent detectors, calibration is the act of defining the mapping from score to log-likelihood-ratio. Even a detector with good discrimination (i.e. good score), can perform very badly, both in practice and under evaluation, if the presentation stage is badly calibrated. The potentially arbitrarily high penalties of evaluation by Cllr reflect the arbitrarily high costs that can be incurred in practice.



13. Evaluation of the score We discuss methods here to evaluate only the extraction stage s(x) of the detector, as opposed to evaluation of the detector as a whole a(s(x)). We review existing methods and then generalize them to derive an applicationindependent measure based on Clog . Evaluating the score can serve as a valuable tool to analyze and optimize detector performance. The score has to be good before the detector as a whole can be good2. Moreover, the ability to evaluate the score on its own has the sideeffect that the goodness of the presentation stage a(s) can then also be measured: A comparison of the measures of goodness for s(x) and for a(s(x)) can serve as a measure for the goodness of the calibration of a(s). Some application-dependent detectors may not produce a score. But evaluation of the score is always applicable to application-independent detectors, because the log-likelihood-ratio output is a score. We start by reviewing traditional measures of the goodness of the score, namely DET-curves, EER and ‘minimum CDET’. Then, we show how the latter can be extended naturally to serve the same purpose for application-independent detectors. 13.1.



Traditional score evaluation



The use of DET-curves, EER and ‘minimum CDET’ are well-known in the speaker recognition literature and in the NIST SRE terminology. All of these serve to measure the performance of extraction stage s(x), but not of a complete detector a(s(x)). It is important for our later development to note that all of these measures evaluate the score via the consequences of binary decisions made by comparison of the score to a single threshold. Decision making via a single threshold is optimal (in the Bayes decision sense) only under the assumption that the score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping is monotonically rising. We shall use the notation Pmiss(t) and Pfa(t) to denote the hypothesis-conditional empirical error-rates as obtained at threshold t. 13.1.1. DET curves The Detection-Error-Tradeoff (DET)-curve (see Martin et al., 1997) is a re-parameterization (Van Leeuwen, 2005) of the Receiver-Operating-Curve (ROC). The DET-curve has largely replaced use of the ROC in the speaker recognition literature3. The DET/ROC is a parametric curve of Pfa(t) against Pmiss(t), as the parameter t is varied. Of course, the curve does not give a single scalar value of goodness. We mention a few ways of obtaining scalar values:



1



The discrimination is in broad terms the same as what is called refinement in for example (Zadrozny and Elkan, 2002, DeGroot and Fienberg, 1983).



2



For example, in preparation for the 2005 NIST SRE, the authors spent months optimizing the score, but only days optimizing the presentation stage.



3



We may add that the DET-curve remains a good complement to the new evaluation metrics that we propose here. In preparation for the 2005 NIST SRE the authors made extensive use of both DET-curves and our new methods in our development and optimisation of our submitted speaker detection system.



13.1.2. Area under ROC A well-known way (which seems not to have seen much use in speaker recognition) of obtaining a scalar summary of the ROC is the area under the ROC. In this work, we have not explored whether simple relationships exist between area under ROC and the other score metrics discussed here (in section 13). We may add that the area under the DETcurve is infinite. 13.1.3. EER The Equal-Error-Rate (EER) is used in almost every paper on speaker detection. It is usually defined as EER = Pmiss(t) = Pfa(t), i.e. the error-rate at the threshold that makes the two conditional error-rates equal. The EER is of course a point on the DET/ROC curve. Less well-known is the fact that (Bernardo and Smith, 1994):



EER = max min qPmiss (t ) + (1 − q) Pfa (t ) 0< q


(59)



t



The EER is the error-rate as obtained at the best threshold t, but at the worst prior q. This relationship is illustrated by figures 2 and 3 (which will be further discussed in section 16). The EER is often criticized as an overoptimistic measure of detector performance. This is because it measures only the score, not actual decisions made by an imperfect decision stage. But viewed as a measure of the score alone, it is a pessimistic measure, because it evaluates the error-rate at the most pessimistic prior. Compare the EER to our derivation of CBrier . In both cases we represent the range of binary application-types by a sweep over the prior. In the case of CBrier , we integrate over q. In the case of EER we choose the maximum over q. This does make the EER a candidate for application-independent evaluation for the score. Note that CBrier was considered thus far as a candidate to evaluate the whole detector. But we could in fact apply CBrier to evaluation of the detector score, by using the PAV algorithm which will be presented below. Moreover, in case of score evaluation, the requirement of infinite penalties is not applicable. However, in this work we do not further pursue evaluation of the score via EER or CBrier . 13.1.4. ‘Minimum CDET’ In the NIST SREs, the primary evaluation result Cˆ (θ , α NIST ) can be rewritten1 as:



Cˆ DET = P1cmiss Pmiss (tsys ) + (1 − P1 )c fa Pfa (tsys )



(60)



This is a measure of the performance of the whole detector a(s(x)) at the score threshold tsys as set by the evaluee. This primary result is always complemented by: min Cˆ DET = min P1cmiss Pmiss (t ) + (1 − P1 )c fa Pfa (t )



(61)



t



which is the result that the evaluee could have obtained if the threshold were perfect (for the evaluation data). Note that: min 0 ≤ Cˆ DET ≤ Cˆ ref



0 ≤ Cˆ DET ≤ Cˆ worst Cˆ min ≤ Cˆ DET



1



(62)



DET



Assuming the actual decisions made by the detector were obtained by comparing the score against a single threshold.



A comparison of the latter two values gives a judgment of the quality of the calibration (i.e. of the threshold tsys set by the evaluee): min Cˆ DET − Cˆ DET cal ˆ CDET ≡ Cˆ ref



(63)



where the denominator is defined in equation 51. This coefficient is non-negative and can be large. For example, as shown in section 11.2 for the NIST SRE parameters, its value can exceed 10. The threshold is important! 13.2.



Generalization to any cost function



Following the same approach as before, we generalize the traditional binary detection case to construct our application-independent procedure. As a first step, we generalize the ‘minimum CDET’ procedure to be applicable to any cost function, including Clog . As noted, all traditional score evaluations are dependent on the assumption of a monotonic score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping. We retain this as the sole constraint on our optimization. For example, in the case of CTER we could do the minimization with respect to two thresholds. But for Clog or CBrier , the minimization is with respect to varying the whole score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping. Indeed, an optimized likelihood-ratio mapping solves the problem in general for all cost functions. Now note that since the minimization objective is defined in terms of averages over a finite data set, the problem can be treated in a non-parametric way. We need to find the values of the minimizing log-likelihood-ratio function only for the finite set of scores as obtained for all the evaluation trials. 13.2.1. PAV algorithm It turns out there is a simple procedure known as the PAV (pool adjacent violators) algorithm (see e.g. Ahuja and Orlin, 2001; Zadrozny and Elkan, 2002) that can be employed to do this optimization, subject to the monotonicity constraint. The PAV algorithm is used to find an optimum non-decreasing posterior mapping for every score. From the posterior mapping, a non-decreasing log-likelihood-ratio mapping may be derived. Since the PAV algorithm is well-known, we outline the steps and give detail only about the way we employed the algorithm. (The interested reader is referred to (http://www.dsp.sun.ac.za/~nbrummer) where some MATLAB® code of our particular implementation is available). The procedure is this: • Sort all of the scores in ascending order. • Assign a posterior probability of one to every H1 score and of zero to every H2 score. The PAV algorithm uses only this sequence of zeros and ones as input, not the original scores. (We may note that the DET-curve can be calculated from exactly this same sequence of zeros and ones.) This posterior will of course lead to zero1 cost, but it violates the monotonicity constraint. • The PAV algorithm iteratively pools adjacent scores that violate monotonicity and then replaces all values in the pooled region by the mean over that region. The reader is referred to the cited references for details. We note that the PAV algorithm may be weighted by any given prior to make the resultant posterior valid for priors other than the proportion of H1 trials. • This weighting prior may then be used in Bayes’ rule (equation 16) to recover the log-likelihood-ratio from the posterior. It turns out that the weighting prior cancels exactly, so weighting makes no difference to the log-likelihood-ratio2. • Undo the sort, so that the log-likelihood-ratio values correspond to the original input scores. We further note a remarkable fact that is not mentioned in the references: Bayes decisions made via the posterior found by the PAV algorithm give optimal average cost (under the monotonicity constraint) for any cost function Cτ . Moreover, since it produces the same log-likelihood-ratio for any prior, this procedure is optimal for any applicationtype. This is of course the type of behaviour one would expect of a log-likelihood-ratio, but it is remarkable that it is satisfied exactly in the empirical sense, by the PAV algorithm.



1



for fair cost functions



2



It does make a difference to the posterior.



This property makes the PAV a satisfying generalization of the procedure (equation 61) for ‘minimum CDET’. Decisions based on the PAV-optimized log-likelihood-ratios will give an evaluation objective that is numerically equal to equation 61. 13.2.1.1 Keeping log-likelihood-ratios finite The PAV-derived log-likelihood-ratio will be -∞ for any H2 score which is below the smallest H1 score. Likewise it will be +∞ for any H1 score which exceeds the largest H2 score. This is not a problem when calculating the evaluation objective, because these infinite values just map to posteriors of 0 or 1. However, in other contexts, the infinities may present problems. An easily implemented remedy (or regularization procedure) for this problem is to simply insert four dummy scores into the data before the PAV algorithm is invoked. The dummy scores are an H1 and an H2 score at each of plus and minus infinity. These may be considered to represent scores which were not encountered in the test data because there is not enough data, but which could have occurred. A similar but slightly different procedure was used in (Platt, 1999). This procedure has a minimal effect on the posterior and on the objective function, but it keeps the log-likelihoodratios finite. Of course, as the trials get more numerous, the effect of the dummy scores becomes smaller. Figure 1 shows an example of the result of a PAV score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping for the detection scores of one of the speaker detection systems submitted to the 2004 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation (see the description of System 2 in section 16.1 below). The PAV mapping (with dummy scores at infinity) is a stair function. For comparison, we also give a generative mapping (a parabola) as obtained by the log of the ratio of maximum-likelihood Gaussian distributions for each of the sets of H1 and H2 scores. Note the large flat regions of the PAV mapping at the score extremes. Without the regularization procedure, these regions would all have been mapped to infinite loglikelihood-ratios. The two methods agree well where there is enough data (this includes the region around the NIST SRE log-likelihood-ratio threshold at about 2.29 ), but at the score extremes they differ widely.
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Figure 1: PAV score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping. We propose that the PAV-based procedure be adopted to give a canonical score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping for use during evaluation. Since it is a data-driven approach, we can interpret it as telling us: This is what the test data says. In this respect it is similar to the DET-curve, EER and ‘minimum CDET’, all of which are also non-parametric optimizations with the sole constraint being the monotonicity of the score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping. (We do need some kind of constraint. Without any constraint, the log-likelihood-ratio would just be infinite everywhere!) If we



use PAV for the evaluation function, the monotonicity constraint can be interpreted as: A good score should have the monotonicity property. If it does not, it is too difficult to use. •



13.3.



The PAV-based procedure can also be used by the developer of an application-independent detector for the purpose of presentation stage calibration. But for this purpose it is just one of many possibilities: In our experimental work (section 16), we try four different calibration strategies. For yet another approach, via neural-network see (Campbell et al., 2005). Application-independent evaluation of the score



We now have the tools in place to define application-independent evaluation of the score. This evaluation can be applied to application-dependent detectors that output a score s(x). It can also be applied to any applicationindependent detector that outputs a log-likelihood-ratio. In this case the log-likelihood-ratio is evaluated in its capacity as a score: s(x) = y(x) = aΓ (x). Given a set of evaluation trials { xj }, the procedure is the following: • Obtain the set of evaluation scores {sj | sj = s(xj)} • Apply the PAV algorithm to map {sj } to the set of optimized log-likelihood-ratios { yˆ ( x j ) } •



Evaluate these log-likelihood-ratios via our application-independent objective function (equation 43), replacing aΓ (xj ) by yˆ ( x j ) :



Cˆ llrmin =



1 2 log 2



∑ X1 ∑ C 2



i =1



i



x∈X i



log



(H i , yˆ ( x ) )



(64)



Again as in the case of CDET , the following inequalities hold:



0 ≤ Cˆllrmin ≤ Cˆ ref (α llr ) = 1 0 ≤ Cˆllr ≤ Cˆ worst (αllr ) = ∞ Cˆ min ≤ Cˆ llr



(65)



llr



And again, we can judge the quality of the calibration (i.e. the mapping from score to log-likelihood-ratio which is actually present in the detector) by1 :



Cˆ llrcal ≡ Cˆ llr − Cˆ llrmin



(66)



This suite of three objectives in equation 66 form the essence of our proposal for the evaluation of speaker detection log-likelihood-ratios: • •



0 ≤ Cˆ llr ≤ ∞ is the measure of quality of the whole detector. 0 ≤ Cˆ llrmin ≤ 1 is the discrimination loss, or the measure of quality of the extraction stage (score) of the detector.



•



0 ≤ Cˆllrcal ≤ ∞ is the calibration loss, or the measure of quality of the presentation stage of the detector.



We now return to the information-theoretic interpretation of these quantities:



1



There is no need to normalize here, because the reference value is 1.



14. Information-theoretic interpretation of Cˆ llr Our information-theoretic analysis here is necessarily informal. The reason is that the information-theoretic interpretation is valid for cost expectations: Equation 11 has a decomposition in terms of the well-known quantities entropy, mutual information and KL-divergence (see e.g. Cover and Thomas, 1991). For more detail on the expected cost decomposition, see (Brümmer, 2004). But in this paper, for reasons of simplicity of exposition, we chose to work with equation 12 as our objective function, which is defined in terms of averages instead of expectations. The corresponding quantities that we get with our present analysis could be regarded as based on empirical entropy, since they are obtained via empirical averages. Our analysis here concerns the information flow between the detector and the user. But the information quantities are defined in terms of probability distributions that the evaluator has. This is therefore the evaluator’s analysis. We assume that the evaluator and the user share the same prior (P1 , P2 ). We assume the detector produces a score s and then maps this to the log-likelihood-ratio log Rs | Γ ( s ) . The three parties involved here have the following probability distributions (or ratios of distributions): • • •



The user has only the prior (P1 , P2 ). The detector has only the score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping: y = log Rs|Γ(s). The evaluator shares this same prior (P1 , P2 ), and also has the PAV-optimized log-likelihood-ratios yˆ = yˆ ( s) . Together these give the evaluator’s posterior :



P1 | s ,V ≡ 1 − P2 | s ,V ≡ P ( H1 | s,V ) = logit −1 (logit P1 + yˆ ( s ))



(67)



where as before, V denotes the evaluator’s conditioning. The amount of prior uncertainty that the user has about the unknown speaker hypothesis in a single trial is given by the entropy of the prior:



0 < U {P1} ≡ −



∑ P log ( P ) ≤ 1 2



i



2



(68)



i



i =1



(It is customary to use the notation H{} for entropy, but we have already used this symbol for hypothesis. Instead, we use U{} which is mnemonic for uncertainty.) The units are bits. This uncertainty has a maximum of one bit, when P1 = 0.5 . Now the detector generates a score s for a given trial. The evaluator’s judgment of the amount of information that the user could gain from s, is the reduction in uncertainty, namely the prior uncertainty minus the posterior uncertainty:



∆UV ( s ) ≡ U {P1} − U {P1 | s ,V }



(69)



In the general case, for a single trial, this reduction can be negative. But the expectation over trials will be nonnegative. This expectation is just the well-known mutual information between the score and the speaker hypothesis. This can be interpreted thus: On average a good score has the potential to reduce uncertainty about the speaker hypothesis and therefore carries information. In our case we measure the reduction in uncertainty relative to a maximally uncertain user (at the canonical prior of 0.5), so the reduction will always be non-negative. The average information gain over trials



1 S



∑ ∆U (s) V



s∈S



is the set of evaluation scores for every trial, can be called the empirical mutual information. Note:



, where S



0≤



1 S



∑ ∆U ( s ) ≤ 1



(70)
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s∈S



This forms the information-theoretic interpretation of our secondary objective (for the score) Cˆ llr : min



1 − Cˆ llrmin =



∑ ∆U (s)



1 S



(71)



V



s∈S



Note the sense: A small evaluation objective (i.e. a cost close to zero) is the same as a large information gain (close to 1). The (empirical) mutual information gives the potential of the score to inform the user. But the user cannot benefit from the score in the way that the evaluator calculated here, because the user does not have a score to log-likelihoodratio mapping. The detector now tries to fulfill this function, but the detector applies its own mapping y(s) = log Rs|Γ(s) to present the information in the score to the user in a useable form, namely y. The resulting posterior is:



P1 | s ,Γ ≡ 1 − P2 | s , Γ ≡ P ( H1 | s, Γ) = logit −1 (logit P1 + y ( s ))



(72)



But now how does the evaluator evaluate the information as given by log Rs|Γ (s)? The evaluator judges this information as ∆UV ( s ) − DV || Γ ( s ) , where DV || Γ ( s ) is the well-known KL-divergence between these two versions of the posterior:



DV || Γ ( s ) =



∑P 2



i | s ,V



i =1



log



Pi | s ,V



(73)



Pi | s ,Γ



The divergence is zero if and only if the two posteriors are identical. It is bounded below by zero, but not bounded above. The average over trials of the divergence gives:



Cˆ llrcal =



1 S



∑D s∈S



V || Γ



( s)



(74)



The calibration cost measured by the evaluation is the average KL-divergence between the evaluator’s and the detector’s posteriors. If the average divergence is zero, the user benefits from all of the information in the score which is the same as getting the lowest cost that the score can give (subject to the monotonicity constraint). Finally, our primary evaluation metric Cˆ llr has the interpretation in terms of the actual average information delivered to the user by the detector over the evaluation trials:



1 − Cˆ llr =



1 S



∑ ∆U ( s) − ∑ D V



s∈S



1 S



s∈S



V || Γ



( s)



(75)



As noted in the introduction, this quantity is positive (upper bounded by 1) for a good detector, but for a poorly calibrated detector it can be negative with arbitrarily large magnitude. A negative value (or Cˆ llr > 1 ) has the meaning that on average (over applications), use of the evaluated detector will have costs which are greater than given by the reference detector θ ref which does not process the speech. We have shown here that the proposed suite of evaluation objectives have interpretations both as expected cost and as information. This forms a new interpretation of mutual information and KL-divergence.



15. Limitations As a final note, before presenting experimental results, we make some observations about the practical limitations to the applicability of detectors and also the practical limitations to the evaluation of detectors. These limitations come into play as the log-likelihood-ratio magnitude becomes too large. We use the parametric range of canonical binary application-types αcost(t) to illustrate, but these observations are valid in general. Recall (section 7.4) that the parameter t is the probability-domain decision threshold for this applicationtype. In the log-odds domain, logit t is the threshold against which the detector log-likelihood-ratio is compared. In this section we pose the questions: (i) (ii)



For what range of logit t can a given application-independent detector be used in practice? For what range of logit t can a valid evaluation of a given detector be performed?



Quantitative answers to these questions are outside of the scope of this work, but we show that limits to these ranges must exist. 15.1.



Bounded likelihood-ratios



Should an application-independent detector be calibrated such that if the score is very high or very low, it outputs a log-likelihood-ratio of infinite magnitude? Such a likelihood-ratio maps to a posterior of exactly zero or one. Is it reasonable to claim that a very high or very low score gives absolute certainty about the speaker hypothesis? Clearly this is unjustified. Moreover, as has been made clear above, log-likelihood-ratios of large magnitude can lead to expensive errors. We therefore make the statement: Any reasonable calibration should result in a score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping that has both an upper and a lower log-likelihood-ratio bound1. Now for any application-type αcost(t) that has a threshold, logit t, outside of these bounds, this detector would be of no more use than the reference system which does not process the speech input (section 11). In this case, the detector log-likelihood-ratio would never reach the threshold and the detector-assisted decision would always be just the same as the reference system decision. (A log-likelihood-ratio of smaller magnitude than the threshold leads to the same decision as a log-likelihood-ratio of zero.) But the whole motivation for using this kind of detector is to be able to use it for as wide a range as possible of application-types. A detector that outputs bounded likelihood ratios should be such that it can be used in situations where (a) some of the application-types fall within the bounds of usefulness and (b) some outside. The role of the detector’s presentation stage is then to ensure that: − −



In case (a), the detector has better performance than the reference system, but that In case (b) its performance is no worse than the reference system. Recall that it is possible to do much worse than the reference system.



By acknowledging its own limits (i.e. by outputting bounded log-likelihood-ratios), the detector avoids excessively expensive decisions. 15.2.



Limits of evaluation



If for example CDET cost is estimated by averaging, this amounts to counting the errors . But as the threshold magnitude becomes large, one of the types of error will eventually get a zero count. Counts of very few or zero errors present a problem when the empirical error-rate is used as an estimate of future error-rate2. We can effectively evaluate the detector only over a finite range of application-types which have log-likelihood-ratio decision thresholds not too far from 0. For a discussion of making error-rate estimates under such circumstances, see (Shuckers, 2002)). 1



Another way of stating this is: No score value that can be generated by the scoring stage should be mapped to a log-likelihood-ratio of excessive magnitude. Obviously it does not matter what the calibrator does with score values than can never occur. 2



An example of a quantitative expression of this problem is “Doddington’s rule of 30” (Doddington 1998) which is based on a Bernoulli trial model : To be 90% confident that the true error rate is within +/- 30% of the observed error rate, there must be at least 30 errors.



Finally note that the developer of an application-independent detector faces the same problem when calibrating. Reliable calibration of the likelihood-ratio becomes difficult where the data becomes sparse. The PAV mapping of figure 1 shows this problem clearly in the regions where the mapping has large steps.



16. Experimental demonstration As a practical example and a proof of concept of the use of our proposed suite of evaluation metrics ( Cˆ llr , Cˆ llr



min



and Cˆ llr ), we use the scores of three speaker detection systems as submitted to the 2004 NIST SRE by three different cal



research teams. These were application-dependent detectors, but by adding a score to log-likelihood-ratio mapping to each system, we convert them to be application-independent. Then we perform the steps of the proposed evaluation methodology. 16.1.



Experimental data



The experimental data consisted purely of detection scores provided by the three teams. Separate sets of detection scores were provided by each team: (i) detection scores obtained on the 2004 evaluation data and (ii) detection scores obtained on pre-2004 development data. 16.1.1. Evaluation data The detection scores as calculated on the full set of NIST 2004 SRE trials for the evaluation-condition known as 1-side / 1-side were used for each of the three systems. In this condition, the data for a single detection trial consisted of one echo-cancelled side (to get a single speaker) of each of two separate telephone conversations. The duration of each conversation was a nominal 5 minutes. The detection hypotheses were as defined above: • •



H1: The speaker in the designated sides of the two conversations was the same. H2: The speakers in the designated sides of the two conversations were different.



For more detail see (Van Leeuwen et al., 2005; http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/spk/2004/index.htm). There were 2386 H1 trials and 23838 H2 trials. The DET curves of the three systems (on the 2004 evaluation data) are visible as the upper three curves in figure 2. System 3 has the best DET curve, while systems 1 and 2 have very similar curves. (System 1 is marginally better than System 2 in the low false-alarm region).
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Figure 2: DET-curves of experimental data. The lower (better) three curves (for each system) are of development data. 16.1.2. Development data The 2004 NIST Evaluation was an evaluation of hard detectors. Systems were required to submit for each trial a detection score and a hard accept/reject decision, but not a likelihood-ratio. For the purpose of this experiment, we therefore constructed a separate score to log-likelihood-ratio mapper for each of the three systems, to make them soft detectors. The mapper for each system was calibrated using a separate set of detection scores as provided by each team. These scores were calculated by each evaluated system, but on a set of trials chosen from pre-2004 development data, different from the 2004 evaluation data, and different for each system. These scores were the same ones used by each team to calibrate their hard-decision thresholds in the original 2004 NIST SRE. The numbers of trials were: • System 1: 2000 H1 scores and 2000 H2 scores. • System 2: 2983 H1 scores and 36287 H2 scores. • System 3: 2513 H1 scores and 36492 H2 scores. The DET-curves of these three systems (on the pre-2004 development data) are visible as the lower three curves in figure 2. Again system 3 is better, while systems 1 and 2 are similar. (The curve for system 1 becomes erratic in the low false-alarm region due to the small number of H2 scores.) Note that the DET curves for the development data are in all three cases much better than those for the 2004 evaluation data, yet as will be shown, the calibrations based on this apparently mismatched data nevertheless lead to much improved performance of two of the systems. (System 1 already has naturally well-calibrated scores.)



16.2.



Mapping strategies



Four different types of score to log-likelihood-ratio mapper were constructed and tried: Generative, parametric: The likelihood-ratio is the ratio of two Gaussian score distributions with maximumlikelihood parameters for the H1 and H2 calibration scores respectively. Discriminative, non-parametric: The PAV algorithm with dummy scores at infinity was used to map each calibration score to a log-likelihood-ratio. Linear interpolation between these points were used to map evaluation scores to log-likelihood-ratios. Hybrid: For each evaluation score, either the generative or discriminative log-likelihood-ratio was chosen, whichever had the smaller magnitude. (Recall figure 1 to visually appreciate the nature of this mapping.) Un-calibrated: The unmapped (raw) scores were used as if they were log-likelihood-ratios. (Of course, this strategy needs no calibration data.) 16.3.



Results



The results of the proposed application-independent evaluation are presented in Table I. • The raw detection scores (for 2004 evaluation data) for each system were processed as detailed in section 13.3 min to give Cˆ llr .



•



The raw detection scores (for 2004 evaluation data) for each system were mapped with the four mapping strategies detailed above and then evaluated with equation 43, where the mapped system output is aΓ(x), to give Cˆ llr .



Cˆ



min llr



Cˆ llr



un-calibrated discriminative Generative Hybrid



system 1



system 2



system 3



0.475



0.479



0.366



0.504 0.787 0.689 0.662



0.652 0.546 0.543 0.530



0.720 0.391 0.391 0.379



Table I: Application-Independent Evaluation We make the following observations: •



• •



•



The measure of goodness of the score, Cˆ llr , for the three systems is consistent with what may be deduced min



from the DET-curves (figure 2). System 3 is clearly much better. System 1 is marginally better than system 2, because its DET-curve is slightly better in the low false-alarm region. The (un-calibrated) detection scores of systems 2 and 3 do not act as good log-likelihood-ratios. But any calibration procedure dramatically improves performance. Although system 1 has a good ‘naturally calibrated’ raw detection score, further calibration does damage. There is a simple explanation for this failure. System 1, unlike the other two systems, has some 500 000 speaker-independent channel adaptation parameters. These parameters were obtained via training on the same development data as that which was used to attempt the calibration. We assume the calibration failure is due to over-specialization on this data. For all three systems, the hybrid calibration gave better performance than the pure generative or discriminative strategies. This suggests it is good practice to keep log-likelihood-ratio magnitudes small at the score extremities.



In the next sub-section we give another view on these results:



16.4.



APE-curve



Instead of merely giving a scalar evaluation result Cˆ llr , we propose an attractive graphical presentation, which we call an Applied Probability of Error (APE) curve. This is a representation of the total-error-rate interpretation (section 10.2) of Cˆ llr . The APE-curve plots error-rate against logit prior. Specifically, the error-rate is:



Pe ≡ P1Pmiss ( − λ ) + (1 − P1 ) Pfa ( − λ ) , P1 = logit −1 λ



(76)



where Pmiss(-λ) and Pfa(-λ) are the hypothesis-conditional error-rates obtained by thresholding the detector-supplied log-likelihood-ratios at -λ . This threshold gives the Bayes decicion aB((logit-1 λ ,CERR),y), where y is the detectorsupplied log-likelihood-ratio. We plot Pe against the parameter λ = logit P1. The parameter λ sweeps the whole real line, but we need to plot only a small interval around zero, because typically Pe becomes very small outside of this interval. An APE-plot is a plot containing some APE-curves and some bar graphs. We give two APE-plots: Figure 3 shows the un-calibrated systems, while figure 4 shows the systems after hybrid calibration. On each APE-plot the following are shown: •



The dashed APE-curve is the error-rate as optimized by the evaluator with PAV on the evaluation scores. This min



is taken as the perfect calibration reference. This curve is labeled Pe



. The height of the dark portion of the



bar graph below each curve is Cˆ llr , which is proportional to the area under the curve (over the whole real min



•



line). The solid APE-curve is the actual error-rate Pe as obtained after the calibration (none/hybrid). The total height of each bar graph is Cˆ llr , which is proportional to the area under the solid curve.



•



The dotted APE-curve is the reference system which does not process the input, for which Pe = min(P1 ,1-P1). The area under this curve is proportional to Cˆ ref (α llr ) = 1 and is not shown.



•



cal The height of the light portion of each bar graph is Cˆ llr , which is proportional to the area between the



optimized (dashed) and actual error-rate (solid) curves. Also visible on APE-plots are: • •



The equal-error-rate (EER) is (as noted in section 13.1.3) the error-rate at the worst prior. The EER is therefore the maximum of the dashed curve. (This may be cross-checked against the DET-curves of figure 2). On the APE-plot of figure 4, we have inserted a dashed vertical line at −2.29, because αERR(-2.29) is equivalent to the NIST SRE application-type αNIST . The values of Pe



min



and Pe at –2.29 are scaled1 versions of the



traditional NIST SRE evaluation results Cˆ DET and Cˆ DET . As can be seen, all three systems have good calibration at this operating point. Indeed all three systems were judged to have had good threshold calibration in the original NIST 2004 SRE. But, as the APE-plot of figure 4 shows, the calibrated system 1 has a serious calibration problem in other areas of the application-type range. Of course, this problem would not have been seen in the original evaluation. min



Do keep in mind that the left and right extremities of these graphs reach areas where the evaluation becomes unreliable due to small or zero error counts. (This happens closer to 0 on the right than on the left, because there are about ten times as many H2 trials as H1 trials in this evaluation.) But the high variance of the class-conditional errorrate estimate in these regions is attenuated by the prior-weighting and is therefore hardly visible.



1



For the NIST operating point, this scaling factor is close to 1.



In summary, the APE-plot gives a little bit more information than just a scalar evaluation result and it forms an intuitively interpretable link between the traditional error-based evaluation and the proposed information-based evaluation.
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Figure 3: APE-plot for the un-calibrated systems.
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Figure 4: APE-plot for hybrid calibration



17. Conclusion We propose and motivate a new evaluation methodology for application-independent speaker detectors that output loglikelihood-ratios rather than hard decisions. We derive this measure, namely a logarithmic cost function, via analysis and generalization of the existing NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation methodology. We show how to obtain both a primary and a secondary evaluation result, in the same way as is currently done in the NIST SREs. The logarithmic cost function has many interpretations, including those of proper scoring rule, expected cost, total error-rate, information measure and logistic regression optimand. Our derivation does not uniquely lead to the logarithmic cost function. There may be other cost functions that can be derived in a similar manner and that also satisfy the role of measuring the goodness of detection log-likelihood-ratios. But we have shown that the logarithmic cost has many desirable properties. In contrast we have argued that the wellknown proper scoring rule CBrier is not suitable for this purpose. We have shown experimentally that, given care in selecting calibration data, there exist procedures that can be employed to meet this new requirement set by the logarithmic cost function. The experiments also show that the proposed methodology can point out calibration problems that the traditional NIST SRE cannot.



We believe that this work provides, on the one hand, enough theoretical motivation and on the other hand, enough practical detail1, so that this evaluation methodology can be adopted by speaker recognition researchers who wish to develop or optimize systems that output log-likelihood-ratios. Of course, this methodology is applicable not only to speaker recognition, but to any detection or binary classification problem where soft decisions are desired. In fact, the logarithmic cost function can be applied in a straight-forward way to problems where there are more than two classes (hypotheses). See (Dalkey, 1985) who shows that the logarithmic cost function has some unique properties in this regard. This is exploited, for example, in logistic regression, which (unlike e.g. Support Vector Machines) is straight-forward to use in N-class problems. But do note that for N-class problems, the concept of score as we used it here would have to be generalized to more than one dimension and that our PAV-based solution for score evaluation no longer applies as-is.
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